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Moving mountains 
Creating Agility Through Innovation and Collaboration 
 
 
Agility is all about responding quickly to 
obstacles and taking advantage of new 
opportunities. Ideally, an organization 
will be leading those changes rather 
than simply reacting to them, but even a 
reactionary company needs both speed 
and good ideas.  
 
The modern workplace has experienced 
evolving markets, changing technology, 
political and public health challenges, 
and changes in the talent market. Just 
as business models today hardly look 
like those of 20 years ago, so too will the 
next 20 years bring dramatic, and often 
rapid, change. 
 
The key ingredients of agility are innovation and collaboration, but these can be hard to 
achieve. How do we build and sustain a workforce where employees work together 
seamlessly and develop new ideas quickly? Neither collaboration nor innovation can be 
created by simply hanging posters in the elevator or holding team-building events. Leaders 
need to set the expectations for an agile workforce; emphasize collaboration and innovation 
in performance management; and, attract the talent that will sustain the agile workforce over 
time.  
 
Why doesn’t this happen naturally? The reluctance to introduce new ideas and work closely 
with others can come from many places. Social culture, educational backgrounds, the 
traditional work environment…all of these can shape people’s views on how to work. If you 
don’t understand the obstacles that are limiting your agility, it will be impossible to find ways 
around them. 
 

In this talk, we help employees at all levels 
examine their work and see where agility 
matters most. We go further to help them 
identify the barriers to agility they face in 
the workplace. Finally, we explore what 
actions will help boost innovation and 
collaboration, making them a regular part of 
the organizational culture. 
 
A key goal of this talk is to inspire 
employees to look for the changes they can 
make in their working environment. While 
people at different levels have different 

types of authority, the truth is that everyone can have an impact on the people around them. 
This session helps them see where they can make changes and improve the performance of 
their team, whether that “team” is an entire country’s staff or a three-person group. 
 


